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Abstract—The music industry is rapidly moving from
analog to digital, and most of the big portal sites provide
commercial online music streaming services. In this paper,
we analyze the vulnerabilities of commercial online music
streaming services provided by Korea’s major portal sites
(Dosirak, Cyworld, and Naver). We show attacks on
commercial online music streaming services that lead to an
infringement of copyright and propose appropriate
countermeasures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The music industry is moving from analog to digital
and the demand for paid online music is increasing under
the influence of reinforcement of the copyright law.
Therefore, online music service companies are expanding
the music industry by introducing various services. For
example, portal sites such as Dosirak, Cyworld [2] and
Naver [3], provide background music services for
microsites, blogs, and online communities, and opens up
the paid online music market.
Figure 1 shows the size of the digital and analog music
markets. In the past, the analog music market was bigger,
but today the digital music market is much larger. While
the digital music market has increased, digital music
services have not been analyzed for security issues. If the
services have vulnerabilities and adversaries use these
vulnerabilities, the attack damages the content owner’s
intellectual property. This is a huge problem, which has
been neglected. Therefore, this paper analyzes the
processes of current online digital music streaming
services and points out problems with regard to
protection of copyright from a technological perspective.
In addition, we suggest appropriate countermeasures.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces typical music streaming service processes of
Korea’s major portal sites. In Section 3, we analyze
vulnerabilities for each of three portal sites (Dosirak,
Cyworld, and Naver) and present actual attack scenarios.
We suggest music streaming service countermeasures for
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Figure 1. Size of digital and analog music markets [1]

the analyzed vulnerabilities in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.

II. COMMERCIAL ONLINE MUSIC STREAMING SERVICE
PROCESSES
In this section, we show the typical processes of
commercial online music streaming services. The major
portals in Korea provide streaming services by
exchanging information between a server and a client,
through a web-based music player. Although the flow of
information varies by service provider, the execution
result remains the same. Figure 2 shows the typical
process followed by the major Korean portals:
① Step 1: User selects music on a web-based music
player.
② Step 2: The music player sends information of the
selected music and the user authentication
information to the server. Client authentication
information is in the form of cookies and
parameters containing the user id and information
on whether the user has logged in.
③ Step 3: Upon receiving the information, the server
identifies if the user is a paid user.
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Figure 2. The processes of a commercial music streaming service

④ Step 4: Depending on the result, the server
transmits music and rights information. The music
information consists of the title, artist, and
location of the music source. The rights
information consists of a variable (owner or free)
that determines whether the current user has
purchased the music.
⑤ Step 5: Upon receiving the information, the music
player determines the play mode (preview or
normal).
⑥ Step 6: The music player requests the streaming
service.
⑦ Step 7: The server streams the music, and the
music player renders the stream content.

III. ATTACK ON COMMERCIAL ONLINE MUSIC STREAMING
SERVICES
In this section, we demonstrate an attack on current
music streaming services. We use Fiddler, Cooxie
Toolbar, ands Burp Suite. Fiddler is a web debugging
proxy, which logs all HTTP(s) traffic between a computer
and the Internet [5]. The Cooxie Toolbar reveals what
Internet Explorer has recorded about online activities [6].
Burp Suite is an integrated platform for attacking and
testing web applications. It includes intercepting a web
proxy, a hacker-oriented vulnerability scanner, and tools
to decode and compare application data [7].

Dosirak is one of the major online music websites in
Korea. Dosirak stores user authentication information via
cookies, which is a historical information file. When a
user visits a website, a cookie is stored on the user’s
computer by the server. A cookie consists of one or more
name-value pairs containing bits of information. A cookie
can be used for authentication, session tracking, storing
site preferences, storing shopping cart contents, or
anything else that can be accomplished through storing
textual data [8].
An attacker can alter this cookie and impersonate a
paid user. We will explain attacks on a music streaming
service via cookie alteration.
First, we explain the normal music streaming service
of Dosirak when a user has not logged in. Figure 3 shows
the Dosirak communications process.
① Step 1: When a user selects music, Internet
Explorer transfers the song ID and authentication
information to the server through a cookie.
② Step 2: The user downloads a JavaScript music
player from the server.
③ Step 3: The player requests the music information
from the server.
After Step 3, the music information is transferred from
server to client. Figure 4 shows this information.

A. Attack by Altering Cookies (Dosirak)
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Figure 3. Communication process of the Dosirak streaming service
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Figure 4. Request result

Figure 5. Music player

The information contains the address of the music
service for the music player. When the music player
connects to the address, it can render the content for a
preview time (one minute).
Next, we show an attack of the music streaming
service by altering cookies. Figure 6 shows the
communication process when a user has logged in—there
are many changes during log in. Among the differences
between Figures 3 and 6, we concentrate on the variable
U.
As a result of analysis, we found that the variable U
represents a user identification number. Therefore, we try
to alter variable U to obtain the right to stream music.
We alter variable U from 62876 to 2, as shown in
Figure 6. After the alteration, we obtain the rights of a

Figure 7. Alteration of the variable U

paid user. We also found that a user ID was changed and
cyber money came in a different user (see Figure 7).
In this manner, the attacker can use another user’s paid
service by altering a cookie. If the altered user number
represents a paid user, the attacker gets the result shown
in Figure 9.
By requesting streaming with the address in Figure 9,
we can listen to the entire song (see Figure 10), rather
than the one minute preview. Thus, the server uses only
one variable U to authenticate paid users.

Figure 6. Communication process when a user has logged in
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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B. Attack by Altering the Message (Cyworld and Naver)
TABLE I.
CYWORLD REQUEST/RESPONSE/ATTACK
URL

POST /player/jukebox/43/
xml_song_list.asp HTTP/1.1

Information

product_seq=20864063&ndr_url=cymus
ic

Request

Response

Attack

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="EUC-KR"?>
<songs>
<song>
<linkCode>2136421</linkCode>
<title><![CDATA[title name]]></title>
<artist><![CDATA[artist name]]></artist>
<productSeq>20864063</productSeq>
<owner>false</owner>
<gradeYn>0</gradeYn>
</song>
</songs>
Before

After

<owner>false</owner>

<owner>true</owner>

Figure 8. Result of cookie alteration

Figure 9. Request result

Figure 10. The music player after the alteration

In this section, we explain the message altering attack.
This attack is applied to Naver and Cyworld. Naver is the
most popular search portal in Korea. Cyworld is a social
network service operated by SK Communications in
Korea. Naver and Cyworld provide online streaming

music service.
We used Fiddler for analyzing the process and Burp
Suite for altering the message.
First, we explain the attack on Cyworld. Cyworld
transfers music and authentication information in XML
format without encryption. In such cases, the attacker can
accomplish his goal by altering the message containing
the authentication information.
Figure 11 shows that the user receives the music
information
through
the
/player/jukebox/43/xml_song_list.asp page in Cyworld.
This information is sent in XML format with the paid
user’s authentication information.
Table 1 shows some parts of this packet. The packet
includes “linkCode,” “title,” “artist,” “productSeq,”
“owner,” and “gradeYn.” Among these, the important
point is the variable “owner.” This variable represents the
rights of the service. Therefore, we try to change the
variable “owner” from false to true.
Figure 12 shows the result of the alteration—after the
attack, the total play time is changed from the preview to
the complete play time.
Next, we explain the attack on Naver, which is similar

Figure 11. Communication process of Cyworld
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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to the attack on Cyworld.
TABLE II.
NAVER REQUEST/RESPONSE/ATTACK

Before: Preview - time limit (00:45)

URL

GET /ISZone/PlayBackInfo_Lst.asp
HTTP/1.1

Information

sid=170266_1_03

Request

After: Whole play – free time limit (03:53)

Response

Figure 12. Cyworld music player

When the server receives the request for a song, it
transfers the music information with paid-user
authentication information to the client’s music player in
XML format.
Figure 13 shows that the user receives the music
information with the authentication information through
the /ISZone/PlayBackInfo_List.asp page. The message is
sent in XML format.
Table 2 shows some parts of this packet. This packet
includes “song id,” “title,” “artist id,” “free” and “adult,”
etc. The important point is the variable “free.” This
variable represents the rights of the service. Therefore,
we try to change the variable “free” from 0 to 1.
Figure 14 shows the result of altering the variable
“free.” After the attack, the total song time is changed
from the preview to the entire playtime.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="EUC-KR"?>
<song>
<songinfo
songid="170266_1_03"
mnetid="170266"
tubeid="170266"
position="/new/file17/1791000/1791095"
title="title name "
artistid="15466"
artist="Bigbang"
album="2 REMEMBER"
text="1"
synctext="0"
musicvideo="0"
bell="0"
message="0"
buyable="1"
musicvideoposition=""
companykey=""
mtrackid=""
free="0"
albumimgurl="http://images.hangame.co.kr/
cp/mnet/clipimage/Album/70/000/170/170266.jpg"
result="0"
adult="0"
previewtime="60"
trackid="1933901" />
</song>

Attack

Before

After

<owner>false</owner>

<owner>true</owner>

C. Local JavaScript Altering Attack (Naver and
Cyworld)
The music players of Naver and Cyworld use
JavaScript source code. JavaScript source code is stored
on the client’s side and anyone can modify the source

Request music information
Response of music information

Altering ‘free’ variable

Figure 13. Communication process of Naver
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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code easily. Therefore, an attack can be made by
modifying the player source code to listen to complete

Preview - time limit
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information, and they limit the preview in JavaScript, so
the attacker can use the paid service. On the other hand,
they prevent the cookie alteration attack by encrypting
cookies and using several parameters for authentication.
We have shown attack scenarios and their effects using
vulnerabilities that were created by applying security
countermeasures to only a part of music streaming

Whole play - free time limit

Figure 14. Naver music player

Figure 15. JavaScript of Naver music player

songs.
Figure 15 shows part of the source code of
“Musicsem” of Naver. “Musicsem” allows the user to
listen to background music on their forum or blog. This
also provides the preview service. This service is made
using simple JavaScript source code. The important point
is the variable “nTimeLimit.” This variable represents the
playtime. Therefore, we change the variable
“gogsweb.nTimeLimit=60;” to “gogsweb.nTimeLimit =
gogsweb.nFileTime;”. After the attack, the total time of
the song is changed from the preview time that of the
complete song.
Cyworld is also vulnerable to this attack
In Figure 16, by changing “return this.song.owner;” to
“return true;”, the music player recognizes the attacker as
a paid user. If that happens, he can listen to the entire
song.
The vulnerability of a local JavaScript altering attack is
due to inappropriate authentication and the developer’s
trust in clients [9]. Authentication of paid users should be
done in both the server and client side in a way that the
attacker cannot understand.
D. Vulnerabilities and Their Effects
In this section, we summarize the vulnerabilities and
their effects for each site, shown in Table 3. Although the
cookie is encrypted, a vulnerability for abusing the paid
service using variables has been found. However, Dosirak
could prevent message and JavaScript alteration attacks
by confirming additional user authentication information.
Cyworld and Naver do not encrypt the authentication
© 2013 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure 16. JavaScript of Cyworld music player

service system, rather than the whole system. These
results suggest that the security level of the system is
determined by the lowest security level in the system.
Based on analysis made in this section, we suggest
countermeasures for each vulnerability

Ⅳ. COUNTERMEASURES
In this section, we propose countermeasures to protect
copyrighted material from three vulnerabilities: cookie,
message, and JavaScript alteration.
Encryption and HMAC are countermeasures for cookie
and message alteration. With encryption, the message and
cookie is sent in encrypted format, therefore it can protect
the user privacy and server information. For example,
title of a song user heard and source address of the song
need to encrypt. On the other hand, with HMAC, it sends
message and cookie in clear text, but HMAC is faster
than encryption [14]. If a leakage of cookie and message
make no odds, HMAC is useful.
We introduce some basic notations used throughout the
paper.
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cookie/message is valid, and the time difference of Tn and
the server time is within a threshold value, the server
performs the next step; otherwise, the server stops the
process.

TABLE III.
COUNTERMEASURES
Vulnerabilities

Countermeasures

Cookie
Alternation

- encryption
- HMAC

Message
Alternation

- encryption
- HMAC

JavaScript
Alternation

- compiled program
- anti-reverse engineering.

M K SP (m || Tn ) .

① KSM : A secret key, shared by the server and music
player.
② Tn : Time-stamp
③ m: cookie or message.
④

EK SM (�) : symmetric encryption with key KSM

|| : concatenation
⑥ M K SM (�) : HMAC with key KSM
⑤

(2)

C. Compiled Program and Anti-reverse Engineering
Music players that are written in JavaScript are very
dangerous, since an attacker can easily modify the
JavaScript code. The countermeasure to resolve this
problem is to provide the music player as a compiled
program—the attacker cannot directly see the source code
of a compiled program. However, an attacker can recover
the source code by reverse engineering. Therefore, antireverse engineering, such as code obfuscation and antidebugging, is applied to the program. If anti-reverse
engineering is applied, the attack success rate will
decrease and the effort required to crack the program will
increase [10].
Ⅴ. CONCLUSION

⑦ KSM: shared secret key
The shared secret key KSM is securely distributed and
updated. When the KSM is compromised, the server
encrypt new share secret key K’SM by music player’s
public key and send it. Music player decrypt it by its
private key.
A. Encryption
We use a symmetric encryption scheme to protect the
cookie/message. We assume that the server and music
player have a secret key KSM and the music player
securely stores this key.
Before sending a cookie or message, the client’s music
player
concatenates
time-stamp
Tn
and
m
(cookie/message) to prevent a replay attack, and then
encrypts it with a common symmetric key KSP (see (1)).
The music player then sends it. Upon receiving it, the
server decrypts it. If the cookie/message is valid, and the
time difference of Tn and the server time is within a
threshold value, the server performs the next step.
Otherwise, the server stops the process.

EK SP (m || Tn ) .

(1)

The digital music market is increasing under the
influence of reinforcement of the copyright law. However,
digital music services have not been analyzed for security
issues. If the services have vulnerabilities and adversaries
exploit them, the attack damages the content owner’s
intellectual property. Therefore, we analyzed commercial
online music streaming services, such as Cyworld,
Dosirak, and Naver.
In this paper, we discovered three vulnerabilities, and
proposed appropriate countermeasures to combat them.
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